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INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper presents the occurrence of severe coastal 
erosion, which was suffered during the installation of a 
new offshore gas pipeline near the town of Miri, Sarawak. 
From the shore line a trench was dredged out into the sea 
to accommodate this offshore pipeline. When the trench 
was dredged it appeared that waves were reflected by this 
trench. This resulted in more wave energy being projected 
on a short section of the coast.  
 
This paper discusses the phenomena that occurred, 
identifies the possible causes and describes the remedial 
actions that were taken to mitigate the adverse effects of 
the erosion. An adequate solution was selected: a dyke 
was designed and built in the time span of a few months. 
 
The author of this paper was at the time of these events 
acting on behalf of the oil company as the project sponsor 
and as such was directly involved. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT 
 
During the second half of the eighties and first part of 
the nineties the Malaysian oil company Petronas Carigali, 
with the technical support from Shell Petroleum 
Development Company, undertook the refurbishment of 
the existing Baram Delta oil fields. These fields are 
situated offshore Miri, a town in Sarawak, close to Brunei. 
Sarawak is a state on the island of Borneo and is part of 
the Malaysian Federation. Figure 1 shows the location and 
layout of the field. 
 
Shell discovered oil around the town of Miri early in 
the twentieth century. After the second world war oil 
exploration also commenced offshore. In the eighties the 
concession of the Baram Delta oil fields was handed over 
to the state oil company Petronas Carigali. Shell however 
initially continued the operator-ship of the field, handing 
over its activities on a gradual basis.  
 
Oil fields generally produce large quantities of 
associated gas that is produced with the oil. Up to the 
middle eighties quite a large portion of the gas in Baram 
was exported to Miri, but most was vented in the 
atmosphere due to lack of customers. It was realized 
however that a valuable commodity was lost. Therefore, 
when the concession was handed over, Shell and Carigali 
undertook a general refurbishment of the Baram fields. 
 
Gas that was allowed to escape at the various platforms 
is now gathered and sent by pipelines to a newly built 
central gas gathering platform at Baronia, where it is 
compressed. Most of the gas is then exported via a new 
pipeline to the Luconia gasfields, which lie 120 km further 
west. The gas is commingled there with the Luconia gas 
and exported to Bintulu, which lies a few hundred 
kilometres south from Miri. There the gas is liquefied and 
sold on the international gas market as LNG. 
 
A fair portion of the Baram gas is also exported directly 
to the ever expanding town of Miri. The field 
development plan thus included the laying of a 16 inch 
(400mm) gas export pipeline to that town. The pipeline 
was to follow a route from the offshore Baram field 
directly to the Miri crude oil terminal [fig 1].  
 
MIRI COAST 
 
The coast at the pipeline landfall comprises a sandy 
beach. There are no dunes, which are a tell tale of limited 
sediment transport along the coast. Little sediment 
transport also means that in case of beach erosion, self 
restoration can be expected to be slow. On earlier and 
similar pipeline construction activities nearby on the 
beach and directly offshore, coastal erosion had been 
reported. But nature had always shown to quickly restore 
itself and in a year’s time signs of any human activities 
had disappeared.  
 
The foreshore of the coastline shows a flat and 
featureless seabed, comprising sands, silts and soft clays. 
The seabed slopes down very gradually; a few metres per 
kilometres only. Directly behind the beach runs the Pan 
Sarawak Coastal Highway, which interconnects the main 
towns of Sarawak and nearby Brunei. 
 
Some ten kilometres to the north of the pipeline landfall 
the Baram river flows out into the sea. Sediment 
production of that river is fairly small. Sands that are 
deposited by the river offshore are removed to a great 
extend by dredgers for the development of Miri and its 
surrounding towns. Note that Malaysia has a high 
economic growth-rate and living standards for its 
population are quickly improving. 
 
Malaysia has a monsoon climate. The weather generally 
is calm. Strong winds are the result of thunderstorms. 
Cyclones, which pass over the Philippines, may cause 
gales in the area. The mouth of the Baram river and the 
banks, which lie in front of it, provide shelter from the 
north. Only winds from the west generate appreciable 
waves. As a result the seas at Miri are generally calm. The 
waves come in perpendicular to the coastline. Because of 
the gradual sloping seabed, larger waves die out before 
reaching the shore due to friction with the seabed. Hence 
the surf is small; an ideal beach for children. 
 
During the dredging of the trench for the installation of 
the 16 inch pipeline across its landfall section, severe 
seabed erosion occurred locally. Also about one kilometre 
of beach became affected. From the air a particular wave 
pattern became apparent, which could be attributed to the 
dredging activities. Figure 2 is a photograph of the area 
taken from a helicopter. It now is opportune to explain the 
pipeline construction method, the occurrence of the 
particular wave pattern and the effects it had on the 
environment. 
 
PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION 
 
Offshore pipe laying is a large and capital intensive 
business. Many work vessels and a large crew are 
involved. The 16 inch gas pipeline was installed with the 
pipelay/ derrick barge, DB 26, which was operated by 
McDermott. The barge has an overall length of 120 m and 
is 33 m wide. The barge also has a large 800 tonne crane, 
with which platforms can be installed offshore. A picture 
of the barge is attached as figure 3. The barge provides 
living quarters for 270 persons. The crew works in two 
shifts covering the full 24 hours a day and seven days per 
week. The vessel is accompanied by two tug boats, which 
assist in the deployment of the twelve barge anchors. The 
barge is held in position with these anchors and it is 
moved along the pipeline route by hauling in on its front 
anchor wires and paying out concurrently on its stern 
wires. A survey vessel monitors where and how the 
pipeline is laid on the seabed. A small fleet of supply 
vessels, tugs and barges bring sections of pipe and other 
supplies to the barge. 
 
The 12 metres long pipe sections are already coated 
when brought to the barge. On board, the pipes are joined 
sequentially using an automatic welding process. The pipe 
welds are then inspected with radiography. The pipe string 
thus formed is guided over the stern of the barge and a 
supporting stinger towards the seabed. Lay rates in the 
order of several kilometres per day can be achieved. 
 
Where pipelines have to cross a shoreline, the following 
technique is generally applied. The barge is turned with its 
stern to the beach. On shore a winch is installed and its 
pull cable is run towards the laybarge. Here it is connected 
to the pipe string being welded. As pipe welding continues 
on the barge, the pipeline end is pulled on the beach. 
Figure 4 shows the DB 26 whilst the above work activity 
is in progress. When the pipeline end has been pulled 
ashore, the lay barge then starts moving ahead on its 
anchors along the pipeline route and pipe laying 
continues. 
 
In the North Sea generally the smaller diameter 
pipelines have to be trenched, for instance to protect these 
against trawl fishing. In Malaysia such fishing is not 
conducted and pipelines can remain exposed on the 
seabed. Near shore pipelines have to be buried however to 
protect these against the breaking surf, large waves and 
currents. 
 
The conventional approach is to dredge a trench from 
the deeper water towards the shore, using a cutter suction 
dredger. The excavated spoil is dumped nearby. Since the 
dredger has to find its way to the beach, when making the 
trench, the trench has to be wide and deep to provide 
access to the dredger. When the trench has been made, the 
pipelay barge enters the trench and the pipeline is 
installed. Figure 2 shows the cutter suction dredger at 
work and figure 5 gives a view from the shore towards the 
pipelay barge. To protect the trench in the surf zone a twin 
row of sheet piles is driven on the beach to keep the trench 
open. Figure 5 shows us these sheet piles and in the 
foreground, part of the pipe pull winch is visible as well. 
The DB 26 is several hundred metres offshore. 
 
When the pipeline has been pulled ashore, the cutter 
suction dredger returns to the construction site, recovers 
the spoil and backfills the trench. It is evident that a large 
trench near shore causes beach erosion. However 
experience has shown that the coast always restores itself. 
A few months later, someone walking the beach, will 
hardly notice what happened. 
 
ANALYSIS OF THE EVENTS 
 
For the installation of the 16 inch gas line the 
construction method as explained above was followed.  
Mc Dermott laid the pipeline and Dredging International 
dug the trench and later back filled it. Other pipelines 
along the Miri coast had been installed in previous years 
in a similar way. Due to the trenching activities coastal 
erosion had always occurred. Employees recounted that 
on one of the last pipelines the beach had to be protected 
locally by the installation of wire mesh baskets filled with 
rocks. It was reported that in the following season the 
beach had fully restored itself.  
 
This time the seabed erosion was much more 
pronounced and thus one may question why this 
happened. 
 
In hindsight a few things become apparent. The beach 
near the landfall runs more or less north - south. The 
trench for the pipeline was dredged towards the north-
west under an oblique angle with the shore line. When 
trenching had been completed it became apparent that to 
the south of the trench waves had become significantly 
 higher, showing a confused pattern. To the north of the 
trench the waves had abated to a great extent. From 
helicopters this picture [fig 2] became much clearer. It 
seemed as if the trench was working as a break-water. 
 
In wave mechanics, it is known that seawalls reflect 
waves. However, to reflect waves it is not necessary that 
obstructions protrude the water surface. Waves are also 
reflected by sudden changes on the seabed and therefore 
straight trenches in an otherwise flat seabed can reflect 
waves quite effectively. The coastal bathymetry near Miri 
had the ideal form to demonstrate this effect. 
 
On our project the oncoming waves were reflected 
against the trench and were diverted in a south-easterly 
direction towards the shore. These reflected waves also 
crossed with the other oncoming waves, forming a very 
distinct interference pattern. Refer to figure 6 for a 
situation sketch. Where waves cross each other, the 
coinciding wave tops increase in height and in the shallow 
water breaking surf is formed at these wave tops. The 
photograph of figure 2 shows these distinct breaking wave 
tops. In a gradual sloping seabed higher waves will start 
breaking further from the coastline and the photograph 
shows that clearly. 
 
The oncoming waves combined with the reflected 
waves project more energy onto the beach immediately to 
the south of the trench. A very rapid and severe coastal 
erosion developed there. Since the interference pattern 
caused breaking surf further offshore, quite a large area of 
coastline and foreshore was affected. Since the coast 
comprised sand and soft soils, a drastic response was thus 
required. Figures 7 and 8 show the erosion of the beach. 
An existing buried pipeline lying nearby became exposed 
and the level of the beach had dropped about one metre 
and the coastline was swept back. One issue became 
alarming: the Pan Sarawak Coastal Highway is here 
within less than a hundred metres from the shoreline. 
 
REMEDIAL ACTION 
 
Fortunately, in the Netherlands sufficient knowledge is 
available to design sea defenses. Such expertise was called 
in from Witteveen and Bos and for Miri an effective 
solution was found. Along the beach a dyke about eight 
hundred metres in length was designed, procured and built 
in less than three months.  
 
A base cloth filter was laid, covered with an 
intermediate layer of 10-60 kg rocks, to provide a firm 
footing [fig 9]. On top selected rock boulders with weights 
in the range of 100-1000 kg were laid in a dense packing. 
It was anticipated that the dyke would to have to last a few 
years, enough for the beach to restore itself.  Figure 10 
shows the completed dyke. 
 
 
 
CONCLUSION AND CLOSE OUT 
 
One may question: why was the beach erosion more 
pronounced this time. Perhaps that the notable oblique 
angle of the trench with the coastline was the root cause.  
 
When the trench had been backfilled, the peculiar wave 
pattern did not abate immediately and still a lot of seabed 
had to restore itself. As the water depth of the foreshore 
had deepened, higher waves could now also reach the 
shore. The natural backfill was expected to last a few 
years because of the limited natural supply of sediments. 
One can report now that the beach has restored itself. 
 
Could the remedial action not be claimed under the 
usual construction all risk insurance? That was not the 
case. The loss adjuster had to report on behalf of his 
management that only the costs for repair of damage is 
insured. Expenses to prevent damage are not covered. In 
effect we should have been standing by, watching the loss 
of public land and a coastal road and then calling the 
insurance company to pay for the repairs. However all 
parties agreed that responsible people do not act that way. 
 
What can we learn from this? Although wave reflection 
is a well-understood phenomenon, none of the experts 
consulted had ever seen this event before. So a statement 
that more studies should have been conducted is therefore 
somewhat misplaced. This paper is more of a reminder for 
other pipeline engineers to be alert for the unusual.  
 
Often incidents happen during projects one never 
foresees. It is then important that the project sponsor has a 
management structure, which can adapt to changes in a 
coherent way and where key members of staff do not lose 
their nerve and provide each other the necessary back up 
to systematically analyze the problem and do what is 
required. The author wishes to thank his management in 
Carigali and Shell for standing by him when these 
difficulties arose. Also the valuable and dedicated support 
from Mc Dermott, Dredging International and Witteveen 
and Bos is appreciated. One may report that financially 
the work was closed out in a transparent way and in a 
short time span. 
 
Why is this paper presented only now? In the oil 
industry focus is generally not on coastal engineering. 
Papers presented at offshore oil and gas conferences cover 
pipelines, platforms and sub-sea structures in ever-deeper 
water. The author worked most of his life in that industry 
overseas and just learned of the existence of this 
conference, considered it the perfect platform for this 
topic and felt that civil and coastal engineers should share 
this special experience. 
 
  
Fig 1. Location map of Baram Delta Oil and Gas Fields. The new gas pipeline is from Baram to the 
Miri crude oil terminal (heavy line) 
 
 
 
Fig 2. Dredging of the pipe trench with cutter suction dredging in progress; on shore is the pipeline 
landfall; in the foreground is the Pan Sarawak Coastal Highway, behind the dredger is the wave 
interference pattern with breaking waves. 
  
 
 
 
 
Fig 4. LB 26 pulling pipe to shore 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 6. Wave reflection pattern 
 
 
 
Fig 3. Pipelay barge LB 26 
 Pipes are welded along the starboard 
side of the barge 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 5. View from the beach 
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Fig 7. Exposed pipeline 
 
 
Fig 8. Eroded beach with drift wood 
 
 
Fig 9. Filter overlain with 
rock 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 10. Beach with dyke 
 
 
